
SENATE 351

By Mr. Rosenberg (by request), petition (accompanied by bill,
Senate, No. 351) of Anthony C. Diaz for legislation to provide for
the democratic financing of elections in the Commonwealth. Election
Laws.

In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Ninety-Three.

An Act for democratically financed elections in the common-
wealth OF MASSACHUSETTS.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House ofRepresentatives in General
Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows:

1 SECTION 1. Findings and Declarations:
2 A) The current system of financing political campaigns from
3 private sources undermines Democracy in the Commonwealth of
4 Massachusetts in the following ways;
5 1) It violates the democratic principle of “one person, one vote”
6 and diminishes the meaning of the right to vote by allowing
7 monied interests to have a disproportionate and unfair influence
8 within the political process.
9 2) It diminishes an elected official’s accountability to his or her

10 constituents by compelling legislators to be accountable to the
11 major contributors who finance their election campaigns.
12 3) It creates a conflict of interest, perceived and real, by
13 encouraging members of the Massachusetts government to take
14 campaign contributions from individuals and organizations that
15 do business with the state.
16 4) It costs taxpayers millions of dollars worth of legislative and
17 regulatory favors performed by elected officials in behalf of major
18 campaign contributors.
19 5) It drives up the cost of election campaigns, making it difficult
20 for qualified candidates without access to either personal fortunes
21 or campaign contributions from monied individuals and interest
22 groups to mount competitive congressional campaigns.
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23 6) It disadvantages challengers, because large campaign
24 contributors tend to give their money to incumbent officials, thus
25 causing elecitons for statewide and legislative offices to be less
26 competitive.
27 7) It burdens incumbents with a preoccupation with fundraising
28 and thus decreases the time available to work on their public
29 responsibilities.
30 B) A system of Democratically Financed Elections that
31 eliminates private campaign contributions from all primary, run-
-32 off, and general elections would enhance Democracy in the
33 following principal ways:
34 I) It would help eliminate access to wealth as a determinant of
35 a citizen’s influence within the political process, and restore
36 meaning to the principle of “one person, one vote.”
37 2) It would increase the accountability of elected officials to the
38 constituents who elect them.
39 3) It would eliminate the inherent conflict of interest caused by
40 the private financing of the political campaigns of public officials,
41 thus restoring public confidence in the fairness of the electoral and
42 legislative processes.
43 4) It would halt and reverse the escalating cost of elections and
44 save taxpayers millions of dollars now wasted due to legislative
45 and regulatory favors for major campaign contributors.
46 5) It would create a more level playing field for incumbents and
47 challengers, restore genuine opportunities for all residents of the
48 Commonwealth to run for public office, and encourage more
49 competitive elections.
50 6) It would free elected officials from the constant preoccupa-
-51 tion with raising money, and allow them more time to carry out
52 their public responsibilities.

1 SECTION 2. Definitions.
2 A) A “Qualifying Contribution” is a gift of $5 made by any
3 resident adult during the designated Public Financing Qualifying
4 Period or during the Primary Election Campaign Period.
5 B) A “Seed Money Contribution” is a contribution of no more
6 than $lOO made during the Testing of the Water Period and the
7 Financing Qualifying Period by a resident adult in the candidate’s
8 district.
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9 C) An “Allowable Contribution” includes a Qualifying
10 Contribution, a Seed Money contribution, or a personal
11 contribution totaling no more than $lOO.
12 D) An “Eligible Candidate” is a candidate who qualifies for
13 public financing. Eligible candidates receive public financing and
14 other benefits during the primary, run-off, and general election
15 as defined by this Act.
16 E) A “Privately Financed Candidate” is a candidate who is on
17 the ballot but has chosen not to accept public financing or has
18 not passed the qualifying tests to receive public financing.
19 F) “Excess Expenditure Amount” is the amount of money spent
20 by a privately financed candidate in excess of the public financing
21 amount available to an eligible candidate.
22 H) “Excess Qualifying Contribution Amount” is the dollar
23 amount of Qualifying Contributions accepted by a candidate
24 beyond the number of contributions required to qualify
25 a candidate for public financing.
26 I) The “Testing the Water Period” begins after the date of
27 a general election and ends on the first day of the Public Financing
28 Qualifying Period for the subsequent election for the same office.
29 J) The “Public Financing Qualifying Period” is the period prior
30 to the Primary Election Campaign Period during which
31 candidates may collect Qualifying Contributions in order to
32 qualify for public financing.
33 K) The “Primary Election Campaign Period” is the period
34 beginning the day after the Public Financing Qualifying Period
35 ends and ending on the date of the primary election.
36 L) The “Run-off Election Campaign Period” is the period
37 beginning the day after the primary election and ending on the
38 day of the run-off election.
39 M) The “General Election Campaign Period” is the period
40 beginning the day after the primary or run-off election and ending
41 on the day of the general election.
42 N) “Immediate Family” includes the candidate’s spouse and
43 children.
44 O) A “Substantial Excesss Expenditure” is an amount of money
45 spent by an eligible candidate in excess of the amount of public
46 financing that had or could have been expected to have
47 a significant impact on the outcome of an election campaign.
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48 P) “Soft Money” is any money spent in behalf of or in
49 opposition to a candidate for a statewide or legislative office that
50 is not regulated under the provisions of this Act. The spending
51 of any form of soft money is prohibited.
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